
HOW DO YOU SIZE UP?

To remain competitive in the modern banking market, you need information. You

need a thorough understanding of how you compare to other banks in your region

and throughout the country. You need to know where you excel, where you meet

the average, and where you can improve. You need BAI benchmarking.

A bench m a rk is the standard against wh i ch something can be judge d.

Benchmarking is a process for competitive improvement. A benchmarking study

establishes the best-in-class performance results for an industry or process so that

an organization can adapt those practices to its own organization.

Competitive Improvement
BAI Research offers client-specific performance benchmarking that provides a
holistic view of your bank: we reveal your strengths and weaknesses, helping
you identify opportunities for improvement and avoid potential threats to your
security and growth. 

At BAI, we believe that benchmarking is the core of your bank’s performance

improvement program. We check your performance against more than 60 metrics

and produce clear-cut diagnostic scorecards. Once you have received these results,

you can quantitatively assess where you differ from your competitors and what

retail-service gaps you should concentrate on.

Solution-Oriented Reporting
At BAI, we understand that benchmarking is not an exercise. Our research is

diagnostic. We develop a customized program that suits your needs, and

pride ourselves on solution-oriented reporting.

Our decision-support framework is flexible. We begin by tightening

the focus of your benchmarking study to fit your specific needs,

inspecting the factors and metrics that affect your bank the most. By

integrating relational database technology into our approach, we

improve integrity and timeliness while streamlining future on-

demand analysis.

Where do you
stand against
competing banks?

Do you get
as many new
deposits as your
competitors?

Do you retain
as many
customers?

Do you have a
high customer-
satisfaction
rating?

®



Finally, BAI structures participation level by asset class, allowing us to conduct

peer-group and regional analysis aimed at your bank’s demographic. The smaller

the scope is, the greater the detail, and the more customizable the results. 

Customer Focus
BAI is the industry leader in benchmarking for a reason: we approach your rela-

tionship-based strategies from the perspective of your customers. BAI clients

often weave our metrics and definitions into their monthly performance reporting

or regularly enlist our services to keep branch managers and employees aware of

their specific market position.

BAI takes the benchmarking process beyond the numbers. We help you under-

stand where your bank’s performance ranks in contrast to other banks, why your

bank rates the way it does, and how to make the necessary improvements.

➧➧

Consumer Products
Benchmarked

• Free Checking
• Non-interest Checking
• Interest Checking
• Savings
• Money Market
• IRA
• Time Account
• Jumbo CD
• Credit Card
• Mortgage
• Consumer Loans

Home Equity
Direct Auto
Personal Loans & Lines

• Investments
Brokerage
Mutual Fund
CMA

Small Business 
P roducts Benchmarked

• Free Checking

• Traditional Business
Checking

• Analysis Checking

• Savings

• Retention

• Money Market

• High-Yield Money Market

• CD

• Cash Management

• Credit Cards

• Business Loans and Lines

• SBA Lending

P e r f o r m a n c e
D o m a i n s

Portfolio Performance

Product Performance

Acquisition

Cross-Sell

Retention

Branch Effectiveness

Regional Reporting

Peer-Group Reporting

Revenue Generation

Transaction Behavior

BAI takes the
benchmarking
process beyond the
numbers.

Contact Information
Jeff Hartney
Sales Director
312.683.2341
jhartney@bai.org
www.bai.org

BAI Research Reports Correlate Product Decisions with Managerial Concerns
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